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Introduction

Following a practice originated online, university faculty and staff have increasingly used “trigger warnings” to alert students to the possibility that they might be affected or even harmed by potentially traumatic material. This practice has led to a passionate debate about whether such warnings stifle or encourage student expression and academic freedom, and whether they are beneficial or detrimental to learning. In this article, we illustrate the history and current state of this debate, and examine the scientific support for the arguments for and against the use of such warnings. Specifically, we question the scientific basis for the suggestion that trigger warnings may foreclose critical analysis, while highlighting the negative impacts of forcing victims of assault to bear their trauma unaided. We discuss the state of research on the impact of trigger warnings on student learning and mental health. The article concludes with recommendations about how to construct and use trigger warnings to enhance rather than constrict classroom conversation, especially in the context of Title IX requirements.

The debate

The term “trigger” is rooted in the field of mental health, with the diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD is an anxiety disorder that may develop after a person is exposed to an event involving actual or potential grave physical harm. People who suffer from PTSD may have “trauma triggers,” which cause them to uncontrollably recall and relive traumatic experiences. In the general American adult population, the lifetime prevalence of PTSD is estimated at 6.8%. However, prevalence is especially high among particular
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populations, such as present and veteran military personnel. Trauma triggers are inherently personal, so they are not the same for any two people. They may be associated with a smell, a taste, or a sight. Triggers can result in a number of symptoms, from intrusive thoughts to avoidance of reminders and angry outbursts, and can be disruptive to learning.

A 2013 American Association of University Professor’s (AAUP) report stated: “Faculty members may thus find themselves in the role of ‘first responders’ to reports of sexual assault, yet few consider themselves adequately equipped for the role—in part because they are the least likely campus constituency to receive information about sexual assault and guidance about reporting and responding to it.” As a response to this unique position in students’ lives, some university faculty have instituted “trigger warnings” in their syllabuses and classroom activities so that students may avoid potential triggers. This activity has launched a thousand critiques, summarized below.

But before they were dry tinder in academic debates, “trigger warnings” were relatively common in the world of online blogging. In 2012, blogger Louise McCudden responded to some criticism in the feminist blogosphere about trigger warnings, which were often used before graphic descriptions of rape. The online feminist blogging community has provided trigger warnings for a wide array of content, including descriptions of war, abuse, self-harming behavior, mental states of people suffering abuse or self-harm, and eating-disordered behavior or body shaming. A 2014 article in The New Republic has a more detailed (though certainly not exhaustive) review of use in blogs than we can present here.

Despite the glaring lack of empirical research on the benefit or harm of trigger warnings in a university teaching setting, the topic has stirred vibrant debate, primarily in The Chronicle of Higher Education. On one side of the argument stand individuals in favor of trigger warnings because they allow students to make decisions about whether to avoid potentially traumatic
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material in the classroom, or in supplemental materials. Oberlin College, as early as 2013, included recommendations (not requirements) that faculty understand and avoid triggers, provide trigger warnings in their classes, and even avoid potentially triggering material not essential to the course. Oberlin’s suggestions to faculty were not limited to personal experiences of trauma, but also included potential triggers such as experiences of racism, colonialism, and religious persecution. The Oberlin policy, however, was created outside the usual curriculum committee process, by a panel of the Dean of Students, three deans, three students and two recent alums. It was tabled because faculty felt excluded from the creation of the policy. Similarly, in 2014, student senators at UC Santa Barbara passed a resolution urging that trigger warnings be mandatory on course syllabuses.

Most recently, the President of Northwestern University wrote in The Washington Post about safe spaces, the newest location of the safety-vs.-academic-freedom debate. He wrote that a feeling of safety is necessary in any inclusive space, adding, “experts tell me that students don’t fully embrace uncomfortable learning unless they are themselves comfortable.” Likewise, Angus Johnston from CUNY suggested in Inside Higher Ed that trigger warnings, rather than stifling academic freedom, allow learning to happen more easily by acknowledging the challenges that students bring to their higher education classrooms. Specifically, he argued that allowing people to prepare for traumatic material might then enable them to absorb the learning from the material, rather than simply manage their own traumatic reaction. Those who support trigger warnings also often advocate for safe spaces (also called “third spaces”), which minimize discrimination and harassment, not


to stifle speech, but to encourage it even more, in the form of “impossible conversations.”  

On the other side of the argument stand individuals and organizations who believe that trigger warnings are a form of censorship and political correctness that can lead to exclusion of important works from course materials and discussion. The belief on this side is that the nature of higher education is to make students uncomfortable, even shocked, as they face new ideas and experiences. The Oberlin policy began a debate in the wider press, with the Los Angeles Times and The New Republic criticizing it directly. In addition, a year after its 2013 report endorsing faculty’s role in addressing student trauma, an association subcommittee on academic freedom released a scalding report titled “On Trigger Warnings” that condemned the practice, calling it “a threat to academic freedom,” and using language like “offending students’ sensibilities,” “infantilizing” and “anti-intellectual.” The subcommittee’s concerns were myriad, from prioritizing comfort over intellectual engagement to marginalizing, in particular, nontenured and contingency faculty, and from “reducing students to vulnerable victims” to using the classroom for treatment of a disorder (PTSD) that should be treated in a medical setting. The subcommittee was also concerned about the idea spreading, for example, to academic libraries, where they saw labeling systems as potentially dangerous censorship. Their recommendations were that such trigger warnings be left up to individual faculty members, and not codified as university policy. One of the most widely read pieces on trigger warnings was published in The Atlantic in 2015. Written by a law professor and a professor of social psychology, it repudiates such warnings (and similar practices, such as labeling microaggressions) with a series of examples in which faculty or students were silenced because of student and administrator demands that they coddle fragile students who retreat from challenging or unfamiliar ideas.
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21. For instance, the University of Chicago’s Dean of Students, John Ellison, sent a letter to incoming freshmen stating, “Our commitment to academic freedom means that we do not support so-called ‘trigger warnings,’ we do not cancel invited speakers because their topics might prove controversial, and we do not condone the creation of intellectual ‘safe spaces’ where individuals can retreat from ideas and perspectives at odds with their own.” Leonor Vivanco & Dawn Rhodes, U. of C. Tells Incoming Freshmen It Does Not Support
The problem with this language is that, in fact, trauma does have concrete effects on learning.

**Why warn?**

Critics of trigger warnings characterize the experience of being triggered in the classroom as being made to feel “uncomfortable.” This complaint carefully avoids the actuality of triggers, the physical response that the label of “trigger” refers to, and the way this physical response affects learning. Being traumatically triggered is a state beyond “discomfort.” Here, we will clarify and remind readers of the science, and repercussions, of trauma triggers.

**The science of triggers**

It is worthwhile to begin with the use of the word “trigger” in the phrase “trigger warning.” The term’s connection to artillery reminds us that this understanding of trauma springs historically from an attempt to describe the emotional and psychological experiences of soldiers returning from combat. It is fundamentally associated with the diagnosis of PTSD, one criterion for which is “intense psychological distress or reactivity to cues that symbolize some aspect of the [traumatic] event.”22 As Bessel van der Kolk reminds us, since even the late 1800s physicians have postulated that “traumatized patients seemed to react to reminders of the trauma with emergency responses that had been relevant to the original threat, but that had no bearing on current experience.” This understanding has been greatly refined by research over the past century on those who have experienced or witnessed a traumatic event or learned of trauma happening to a loved one: combat, violent crimes, sexual assault, kidnapping, natural disasters, car accidents, and imprisonment are frequently cited examples.23

Neither the response to this trauma nor the original traumatic event should be reduced to general feelings of discomfort experienced by students exposed to material they merely dislike. To the contrary, in her ur-text in the field, *Trauma and Recovery*, Judith Herman describes traumatic events as “extraordinary”

[n]ot because they occur rarely, but rather because they overwhelm the ordinary human adaptations to life. Unlike commonplace misfortunes, traumatic events generally involve threats to life or bodily integrity, or a close personal encounter with violence and death. They confront human beings
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with the extremities of helplessness and terror, and evoke the responses of catastrophe.  

Indeed, the fact that “trauma is qualitatively different from stress and results in lasting biological emergency responses” is one of the fundamental principles not only of the understanding of PTSD but also of psychiatry itself. PTSD researchers specifically have long recognized that the panic experienced by sufferers of PTSD is not merely psychological, but physiological; while sufferers may appear numb and remove themselves from emotional contexts, “their bodies continue to react to certain physical and emotional stimuli as if there were a continuing threat of annihilation.”

In common parlance, the term “trigger” has been used as a shorthand signifier for the stimulus that precipitates a return to the autonomic stress reaction that individuals experience in such a catastrophe. And while the cause of the trauma is highly variable, the response in human beings is surprisingly consistent: hyperarousal, intrusive reliving of the event, dissociation, numbing. Other responses can include irritable behavior and angry outbursts, reckless or self-destructive behavior, hypervigilance, exaggerated startle response, concentration problems, and sleep disturbances.

Lest the reader become confused by the vague notion of “intrusive reliving of the event” or “hyperarousal,” let us specify what occurs medically in the case in which a traumatized individual is triggered. The trigger creates what is referred to as a “sensitized hyperarousal response” in which an extreme bodily stress response results from a generalized reminder of the initial traumatic event. This stress is intensely biological—it consists of a flood of hormones issuing autonomically from the hippocampus: catecholamines, cortisol, adrenaline, opiates, and oxytocin. This physiological response mimics the stress of the original trauma. Trauma survivors may relive their trauma, their helplessness, and their panic, not merely in the sense of (vivid and inescapable) recollection of traumatic events, but in the (vivid and inescapable) physical re-creation of the body’s biological response to the event.
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How triggers affect learning

Students who have experienced trauma in their histories and reexperience the physical and psychological effects of that trauma in the classroom may feel mortal terror and fear of their own death. Natural coping mechanisms, such as opiates and oxytocin, may flood the body at the same time as norepinephrine is released, encouraging a fight-or-flight response. In short, they panic—psychologically and biologically—and panic makes it very hard to learn.

While not enough research focuses on the impact of trauma on learning for college-age sexual assault survivors, one study that compares rape survivors with combat veterans identified similar impairments in information recall. Additionally, research on other trauma survivors in the classroom can be instructive to us. In combat veterans, there are “significant associations between PTSD and cognitive functions,” especially in encoding new information and using organizational strategies for learning. Another study involving refugees who have been diagnosed with PTSD identified impairment in verbal learning. The study authors noted specifically that “intrusive and arousal symptoms may account for difficulties in using serial organizational strategies.” Significant data also exist on the impact of trauma on learning in the K-12 classroom. The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) survey demonstrates that children who witness or experience trauma suffer in their academic performance and lag behind their peers in a number of key progress indicators.

Students who have experienced trauma are therefore already at risk in the classroom. The ongoing effects of trauma intrude on their participation, recollection, and organization skills. Already, an acknowledged achievement gap exists between students who have been victimized and those who have not. The added physiological effects of traumatic triggering can only further imperil these students (or at least their grades), making an already challenging situation impossible for as long as the response lasts.

This factor may be aggravated in a curved class, as many law school classes are, where to some extent students must be in competition with one another.
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In such circumstances, affected students suffer unfairly from a disadvantage having nothing to do with their capacity or effort. Triggering these students with no warning is, in these classes, similar to kicking their legs out from under them in the middle of a race.

Nor do these students comprise an insignificant portion of the student body. Leaving aside returning veterans, victims of violent crime, and individuals who have experienced various physical traumas in their lives, a report from the National Institute of Justice has estimated that approximately one in five women experience rape or attempted rape while in college. Other studies place the number between one in three and one in four. Of women who experience rape, one study has suggested that thirty percent will experience PTSD sometime in their lives, while another states that ninety-four percent of women suffered from PTSD at two weeks after the attack, and fifty percent still suffered from PTSD three months later.

Professors risk losing dedicated, committed, and highly intelligent students by ignoring the challenges they are facing. Learning challenging new material should be difficult, but trauma can place additional burdens on even the most agile and accomplished learners. And experiencing trauma should not disqualify students from participation in higher education.

Can warnings help?

Recently, a student who works for one of the authors shared an experience that she had on the first day of her class. This student reported that one of her faculty members began the semester by stating her significant concern with providing “trigger warnings” regarding course content. According to Maggie, the professor ended her comments by noting that her syllabus contained a number of readings with explicit descriptions of violence and any student not prepared to encounter this material should consider withdrawing from the course. And so, Maggie noted, the faculty member ended her comments on rejecting trigger warnings by offering a trigger warning. 41
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Such a practice should be familiar to most professors. Almost all professors begin their classes, in some way, with a warning—whether it is a recitation of the requirements listed on the syllabus or an effort to highlight the ways in which students might receive an F. As professors, we warn our students about difficult material, and we offer them the opportunity to get out before it’s too late. We also warn them of the types of discussions we are about to engage in, or facilitate, and what we will expect from them. We do this so that they can prepare themselves, allocate appropriate amounts of time, and do whatever else might be necessary to succeed in the class.

Further, in preparing our syllabuses and opening lectures, we remind ourselves of the content we wish to keep, the content we wish to highlight, and the content students have found difficult in the past. This allows us to keep our content fresh and keep our students engaged.

Trigger warnings serve similar purposes. Offering a warning allows a student the opportunity to drop the class, or to prepare whatever added support might be necessary to continue. Warnings allow these students to steel themselves for what may be in store. Offering a warning before the class begins encourages students to take responsibility for, and control of, their well-being and their education.42 Much as a professor might say “If you are not ready for difficult readings, think about dropping this class,” a professor may say “If you are not ready to read graphic descriptions of violent assaults, think about dropping this class.” Hearing this warning allows students to make a choice to continue, offering agency and power back to traumatized students rather than surprising them. Placing a warning next to such content on a syllabus may more directly allow students to prepare themselves for the material and their possible reactions by mustering their own emotional resources, as well as reminding themselves (or, optimally, being reminded by the professor) of possible counseling services or support networks.43

Trigger warnings, additionally, “foreground the experience and effects of trauma”44 in the classroom by explicitly acknowledging some in the classroom may have experienced traumatic incidents and continue to live with the impact of those traumas. It is hoped that such alerts will bring these issues to the attention of students, both those who have experienced trauma and those who have not. These signals offer a lesson to untraumatized students that such students exist, and that these responses to trauma exist. It is worth noting that this lesson may be particularly useful in law school classrooms, which have been criticized for creating a generally
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amoral perspective of life and reasoning, with negative impacts both on the students themselves and on their future clients.45

Further, this lesson may avert exacerbation of the traumatized student’s responses, which is known to occur when fellow (untraumatized) students respond negatively upon learning about the student’s victimization.46 Perhaps more important is the recognition and reminder to students regarding the repercussions of trauma. These students may not yet have realized that their trauma may interfere in their learning, and may not be able to prepare themselves adequately for that interference. With a casual sentence, a professor may offer such students the resources to respond productively and recover if such triggering occurs.

It is undeniably true that professors will never be able to perfectly predict what may trigger a student. In fact, research shows a wide variety of types of triggers, from visual to acoustic to a combination of multiple types.47 For example, Daniels and Vermetten describe a scene at a gas station in which a young woman pumping gas may be unaffected by the smell of gasoline while a Vietnam veteran might be reminded of bodies burned on the battlefield.48 Similarly, it is undeniably true that trigger warnings cannot function as vaccines to triggers. Even the most attentive professors will probably, whether aware of it or not, trigger some students over the course of their careers.49

But foregrounding the experience encourages students to seek help if and when their learning is impeded by these issues. It reminds them that their professor will not consider them to be lesser students if and when they approach the professor to address the problem. It encourages approaching their professor, rather than simply dropping out of a class weeks into a semester.50 As Cares et al. suggest, where victimization experiences make people feel out of control, trigger warnings may provide students an opportunity to regain control in the learning environment.51 In short, offering a trigger warning is not a solution, but an aid. It will not rescue every student who struggles with...
post-traumatic stress, but it may allow students to engage in that struggle more consciously and purposefully, thereby increasing overall rates of success.

Finally, the practice of considering possible triggers and placing trigger warnings throughout a syllabus or in a lesson plan can foreground the issue for professors. By engaging in this exercise, professors are more likely to be ready if and when a student approaches them with this problem. Professors are given the opportunity to consider whether material is fundamental to the course so that the course must be dropped if the student cannot find a way to handle the material, or the professor may have multiple other readings prepared as a substitution. By considering these issues in advance, professors not only allow their students control of the situation, but add to their own control of the class by determining, purposefully and without stress or time limitation, how they feel the material must be addressed over the course of the class.

**Reaching beyond life-or-death trauma**

While many professors might be willing to entertain the notion that veterans and other students suffering true PTSD symptoms deserve trigger warnings, much of the criticism of the practice has come from requests that professors avoid microaggressions, or offer trigger warnings for racist or misogynistic content. Here, opponents of the practice state that it is bordering on ubiquity and oversensitivity, and that it may chill professors’ speech.52 And as there is no recognized post-racism trauma syndrome, in such cases professors argue that the demand for trigger warnings is evidence of student overreach and a desire for coddling and ease in the classroom (rather than rigor and academic challenge). Here, as so many documents are riddled with blatant racism and misogyny, some worry that trigger warnings are a step on the path to eradicating fundamental content in their disciplines.

It is true that experiencing racism does not create the level of physiological response proved to exist in victims of trauma, but that does not mean the evidence of physiological response should be ignored. Limited evidence suggests that experiencing discrimination does biologically affect students, in ways that are fundamental to their ability to learn. Adam et al. have found that perceived racial discrimination affects cortisol levels in both blacks and whites.53 This effect is independent of health factors, education, income, and depression.54 Such an effect can be associated with cognitive impairment, such as memory impairment, and fatigue.55 This results not from direct, extreme
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discrimination, but from small amounts of discrimination, creating stress (and its physiological response) in small ways that build up over the course of a lifetime. Even more recent research suggests that these physiological burdens may account for some portion of the racial education gap.56

Clearly this research is too new, and too limited, to claim that exposure to racism in educational texts creates the same effect, or triggers a physiological response. Yet at the same time the research controls for too many factors to completely ignore or dismiss it. Instead, the natural next question is, what is the downside of a warning? Are the risks associated with trigger warnings substantial enough to outweigh their potential benefits?

And why not?

The threat of the coddled mind

One of the primary criticisms of trigger warnings is that they “coddle” students. In college, students learn through being challenged. Indeed, some of the greatest benefits students realize come through the discomfort they feel in reading difficult material, and the way such experience expands their minds.57 This expansion is necessary, as we live in a world in which discomfort is inevitable (at least if one attempts to engage with one’s world, rather than hiding in a bubble or an echo chamber). For this reason, critics argue that omitting material, or even warning students of triggering material, inadequately prepares students for real-world circumstances. Moreover, critics warn, a class environment that includes trigger warnings may be part of creating a generation incapable of dealing with the slightest challenge: “[Y]outh become hypersensitive to all signs and evidence of the abuse about which they have learned.”58

In large part these arguments rely on the reduction of trauma triggers to feelings of “discomfort,”59 a reduction that ignores much of the research described above. But granting that trauma triggers may be in a class separate from mere discomfort, is it possible that, by protecting students from this
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experience, we threaten to undermine the role of education in preparing students for “the real world”? Trigger warnings have not been present in classrooms long enough for rigorous, controlled studies to be performed, but analogous arguments have been made—in the context of single-sex institutions of higher education.

Women’s colleges were founded to grant women access to higher education. Indeed, “[b]efore the Civil War only three private colleges admitted women.” Early American colleges were largely male, single-sex institutions, while women were excluded from higher education because of societal misperceptions about women’s capabilities and social norms regarding women’s “place” (i.e., at married, at home, and certainly not in the workplace). Further, the transition to coeducational schooling occurred largely due to financial woes (as opposed to a change in these values), as men’s universities, strapped for cash, chose to admit female students to increase their revenue from tuition. Another factor was the general public’s evolving belief that educated mothers could better raise educated sons, and, eventually that some women might not be able to get married, necessitating jobs in women’s roles, such as education (which deals with child care). Combined, and bolstered financially by the women’s rights movement, these factors led to a ballooning of women’s colleges in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, in the 1960s and 1970s, both women’s and men’s colleges began to suffer financially, resulting in a huge shift toward coeducation in the United States as individual colleges began making efforts to appeal to larger audiences. By 1982, single-sex colleges made up seven percent of colleges in the United States, as compared with forty-two percent single-sex in 1910.

But as coeducation became the norm in higher education, and as women progressed in the workforce and began branching out beyond traditional “women’s jobs,” single-sex schools came under fire both from the public and from researchers. Coed universities had begun making single-sex schools
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seem unnecessary, and possibly even harmful. The roots of rhetoric employed in opposition to single-sex schools was similar to contemporary criticisms of trigger warnings and safe spaces; critics of single-sex schools argued that coeducation better-prepared students for “real world” (intergender) interactions, reduced stereotyping, and avoided the ghettoization of women’s education (under the theory that women’s schools would be inadequately funded and, without male students, gendered education would reinforce typical gender roles).69

For proponents of women’s schools, many of the main arguments for the superiority of single-sex schools addressed the intangible benefits associated with the absence of men on campus. To these activists, coeducation not only was unsupportive of women, but provided an actively hostile climate to women’s self-esteem, confidence, and academic aspirations. Studies suggested that teachers were subconsciously reinforcing gender roles in coeducational environments, and that male faculty were supporting male students and ignoring or even sidelining female students by looking for higher-level responses from male students only while ignoring efforts of female students to engage in classroom discussions.70 Single-sex schooling was seen as an opportunity to avoid the negative effect this environment created in the realms of self-esteem, educational and occupational aspirations, and career outcomes.

Early empirical research supported these criticisms of coeducation and the idea that single-sex education could remedy the problems. Studies suggested that women who had been “sheltered” from this hostile environment learned to participate with more confidence, and that this confidence translated into increased career aspirations as well as greater success in those careers.71 But later results were mixed. Critics suggested that earlier studies had failed to control for the prestige of the women’s colleges surveyed, the prior educational
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achievement of students accepted into those colleges, and the prior existing privileges of those students.\textsuperscript{72}

For our purposes, however, the question is not whether single-sex schooling aids career advancement, but whether it undermines that advancement. Just as critics of trigger warnings have warned that such behavior coddles students and inadequately prepares them for life outside the ivory tower, where no one will pause for a warning before bringing up a horror story from the newspaper, critics of single-sex education argued that exposure to the opposite sex over the course of one’s academic career was necessary to prepare one for interaction with the opposite sex in “real life.”\textsuperscript{73}

Empirical support for this idea is notably absent. Studies claiming to find flaws in the logic supporting women’s colleges have found that outcomes are similar between single-sex and coed institutions. But no research has offered support for the notion that women’s schooling undermines the capability of women to address a coed world. At worst, women’s colleges prepare their students as well as coed colleges. Far from training fragility, results suggest offering the protective environment over college years at worst does not affect success; at best, many studies have suggested it offers the opportunity for women to develop the strength and expectation that they will be full contributors in a coed workforce.

\textit{The threat to content}

Perhaps one of the greatest fears propelling the trigger-warning debate is that warnings will eventually graduate to (externally required) content modification—which is to say that the recognition of the harmful effects of triggering may, eventually, lead to administrations sanctioning professors who include triggering material in their classes, or requiring that professors allow students not to read (or watch, or otherwise engage with) certain material.\textsuperscript{74} In fact, the information provided above suggests that the opposite is true.

Imagine, for a moment, that you are a student in an evidence class who once experienced a violent attack. As part of a discussion on relevance and inflammatory material, your professor plays an animated video (as many prosecutors might), showing a dark corner and an individual surrounded by large men in dark jackets. The video is narrated by a “testifying victim” who describes his or her attack in vicious detail—each blow being shown in animation on the screen, and accompanied by a full description of the feelings of the victim while being attacked, and the words he or she used to beg the assailants to stop. Suddenly, you are reliving your own attack. You can see your attacker. You are struggling for breath as a cocktail of stress hormones
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assails your body. You no longer hear the video or your professor or your classmates. All you are aware of is the attack, again, and your own desperate desire to survive.

This scenario is presented not to gain sympathy for those who suffer from PTSD. Instead, we wish to suggest that, based on all of the scientific literature presented above, at this point it would be very unlikely that you would be engaging with the material in the course. A triggered student is incapable of engaging with that material in that moment, and is likely to withdraw, or leave. This student has avoided addressing what might be an important following discussion concerning the limits of vivid victimization evidence, the relevance of that evidence, and at what point the probative value of evidence of the heinousness of a crime is substantially outweighed by the risks of “inducing a decision on a purely emotional basis.”75 Moreover, the professor and the student are now taken by surprise and forced to play catch-up. How can the student make up for missing this material? How can the student return to class after having become noticeably affected during this video?

In contrast, if the professor has warned students that this day will involve graphic descriptions of a violent attack, the potentially affected student has an opportunity to prepare to address the situation. Students may fortify themselves emotionally. It is possible that students will choose to approach the professor and ask for some opportunity to negotiate on how the material is addressed. This, again, gives professors the ability to consider whether any alternative material is acceptable, or to choose (absent any coercion) whether students may miss the video and return for the discussion, or possibly view the material earlier in order to have an opportunity to compose themselves before the class conversation.

The use of trigger warnings does not require a professor to allow a student to skip material, or to provide alternative material. However, it does make both professor and student conscious actors in determining how to address that content, while retaining the final decision for the professor. Far from allowing students to skip content, the warning enables students to participate in all content, rather than being accidentally, biologically, and uncontrollably removed from class activities.

Conclusions and policy recommendations

Despite occurring primarily in the community of higher education, and in the pages of journals targeted at academic audiences, the debate around trigger warnings has been disappointingly nonacademic. Few of its participants have taken the time or the opportunity to research the bases of trigger warnings, specifically the extensive and well-developed literature on post-traumatic stress disorder and/or students suffering the collateral consequences of victimization. Instead, arguments are based on their own anecdotal evidence of weak students who are afraid to deal with uncomfortable topics. We believe
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that the conversation should move beyond these personal complaints and into
the realm of empirically supported argument.

Once the argument is reevaluated from the perspective of empirical support,
the weakness of this anecdotal evidence becomes clear. The data show, rather,
that traumatized students are not uncommon, nor is consideration of their
trauma coddling, or otherwise unworthy of professors’ efforts. In fact, the
experience of being triggered is not “discomfort,” and should not be ignored
in anger over the possibility that students might attempt to use a claim of
trauma to avoid important material. Indeed, offering trigger warnings is the
opposite of content modification; it is an opportunity to place the responsibility
for content directly in the student’s lap, reminding students that it is their
responsibility to be actively engaged in finding a way to fulfill the requirements
of the class. At the same time, the warning acknowledges the reality of trauma
and possible triggers, suggests that the professor does not think less of people
who must confront these challenges, and encourages fellow students to follow
suit.

It is possible that individual students and professors in certain courses
will be unable to negotiate a satisfactory resolution. It is possible that some
students will still be triggered, and that others will decide (at times correctly
and at times incorrectly) that there is no way for them to address the relevant
content in a productive manner. Having considered the matter in advance and
offered a warning at the beginning of the semester, the professor may then feel
confident punishing the student for missing the content as he or she would
with any other student who missed content (taking into consideration, to the
extent the professor chooses, the degree to which that punishment should be
lessened by the student’s explanation for his or her absence).

But professors should consciously and purposefully consider how necessary
the material is. Surely every lawyer should learn criminal law, and every lawyer
should learn rape law. Must every lawyer be an expert? Is it more important
that all future tax attorneys and corporate litigators understand the nuances
and history of rape law than that rape survivors be able to graduate from law
school with high grades (if their work merits it) and find jobs as tax attorneys
and corporate litigators? Such a question has no clear answer. Indeed, this
would seem to us to be a vital question to be addressed by colleges, professors,
law schools, and graduate schools when determining their core content
and requirements for graduation. Thinking about trigger warnings, from a
perspective informed by the data on victimization, trauma, and its classroom
repercussions, can only aid in this decision.

As university faculty, staff and administrators, we acknowledge and
empathize with the broader (if, thus far, unfounded) concerns regarding
academic freedom, content modification, and student engagement that are
motivating the defensive posture taken by some educators about trigger
warnings. We do not approve of watering down academic content or leaving
students to determine which parts of a class they may take or leave. With these
factors in mind, we offer the following policy recommendations to universities.
1. Reframe the action

The use of the word “trigger” is a core problem of both the concept and the ensuing debate. In the clinical sense, a trigger can be literally anything, depending on the person and his or her traumatic experience(s). While violent material, for example, may be more likely to act as a trigger, no person can anticipate what someone’s triggers may be, nor may they, in turn, effectively warn people about all potentially triggering material.

Additionally, the explosion of debate over trigger warnings has created an environment that appears quite hostile to reasoned exploration of the use of warnings. As we noted above, critics of trigger warnings seem to be either unaware of or uninterested in this science. This frustrating turn of events undermines the opportunity for universities and professors to determine best practices on treatment and teaching of students who may be recovering from trauma.

Therefore, we suggest reframing the idea behind the trigger-warning debate as it currently exists in the academic and popular-media conversation. The debate is actually about content notifications, addressing material that students may find upsetting.

The phrase “content notifications” does not imply any right to avoid content. To the contrary, the phrase returns us to our description of the warning so many professors offer on their first day of class. By notifying students that “this class will contain . . . ” or “I will expect of you . . . ,” professors offer a form of informed consent to the class. The notification highlights for students that they should prepare for the material so they can address it. It may also (optimally, as will be discussed below) outline the concessions that might be made or resources that might be offered to enable students to address that content.

In fact, Kafer completely reframes the concept as inclusion, solidly within the field of disability studies, with “trigger warnings” encouraging students to do what they need to do to make spaces accessible, whether it is pacing or knitting. Such preparation, in the end, maximizes accessibility.76

2. Offer multiple resources for support on campus, and inform professors of these resources so such information can be easily included in notifications

Support for students who have experienced trauma is most effective when it is integrated into both the classroom and the cocurricular environment; yet too often campus professionals—in both academic and student affairs—operate within silos that are rarely breached. Trigger warnings are not meant to solve the problems traumatized students face, nor can they. The classroom is not a therapy session. The most trigger warnings can do is allow a student time to muster whatever resources are needed to enable confronting the relevant material.

76. See Kafer, supra note 44.
But other resources do exist on campus. The authors of this paper come from both academic and student-affairs backgrounds, and we have observed that many campuses, including our own, afford significant room for greater collaboration and information sharing between faculty and student-affairs professionals on campus, specifically in supporting students who have experienced trauma.

Collaboration or information sharing may take various forms and may be tailored to faculty members’ interest and availability. Options for faculty can include relatively low-demand options, such as including information about campus support services (both confidential and nonconfidential options) in syllabuses alongside content notifications, or inviting student-affairs professionals who provide support services to discuss their services in faculty meetings. Administrators can support information sharing or collaboration by including information on student support services in faculty orientation programs; providing funding and support to develop training for faculty on these issues; encouraging but not requiring faculty to include content notifications on their syllabuses and providing a variety of sample-language options for faculty to adopt; and providing other resources—such as in-person instructional consultation, online resources, webinars, etc.—for supporting faculty in engaging in difficult subject matter.77

3. Offer options to make content notifications more convenient for faculty

As more and more of the process of producing syllabuses, readings, and general course information is offered through learning management systems, adding the option to place content notifications and links to support resources would seem like a natural, and simple, solution.78

With an acknowledgment that not all triggers can be avoided, but that certain material is more likely than other material to trigger trauma victims, advisories could be largely standardized. This would not only enable the point-and-click simplicity for professors to add the advisories to syllabuses both in the beginning of the syllabus and before particular readings or classes, but would function as a simple reminder to professors to review the material they have assigned and consider the factor of triggers.

4. Educate professors and encourage, but do not require, content notifications

As it is impossible to account for every possible trigger, we agree that penalizing professors for failing to offer content notifications would be a dangerous practice and would likely infringe on academic freedom and professors’ speech; we do not support efforts on some campuses that would require faculty to provide content notifications to students. However, the

77. The University of Michigan’s Center for Research on Learning and Teaching provides several such examples on its website. University of Michigan, Center for Research and Learning, http://www.crlt.umich.edu/publinks/generalguidelines; http://www.crlt.umich.edu/node/81392.

78. Thanks to Abigail Watson for this suggestion.
hostile environment that now exists about the question of safe spaces and triggering students makes it unlikely that professors will explore the need for content notifications on their own without prompting.

Therefore, we recommend that universities strongly encourage and provide incentives for top-down training sessions on the prevalence of traumatized students, the risks that trauma poses to students’ achievement, the use of content notifications (and any available technology or examples), and the resources available on campus for students recovering from trauma. Such trainings exist already as a subset of faculty trainings on teaching student veterans, many of whom suffer from PTSD. We firmly believe (although, admittedly, without empirical evidence outside our own experiences) that a majority of professors do not want to lose students because of factors outside the students’ own control. We expect that most professors, given a briefing on the biology of triggers and just how limited a content notification can be, would be amenable to considering where such notifications might be appropriate in their syllabuses. Optimally, such training would include sample notifications and contact information for student support services, possibly in electronic format, that could be copied and pasted into notes, lesson plans, and/or syllabuses with ease.

5. Offer training to facilitate difficult conversations

There appears to be concern that modern law students are unwilling to engage in difficult conversations.79 While, again, only anecdotal evidence exists for this claim, it is worth considering how such a trend might be combated.

In her groundbreaking study on legal education, Elizabeth Mertz presents detailed anthropological evidence that some aspect of the discomfort of students may be due to the sidelining of their experience and backgrounds in foundational classes.80 Alternatively, it is possible that as these students have become more prevalent in law school classes and confident in expressing their opinions, those who know that their opposing opinions will receive pushback are less free in their class participation. It is also possible that, with each of these groups gradually exposing themselves to each other, students have finally noticed that differing opinions and backgrounds exist and that offense, trauma, and other emotional injury are possible.

This is not necessarily a bad thing. Although, certainly, quiet classrooms are to be avoided, the basics of civil discourse are an important aspect of education at any level. It cannot be a bad thing if college, law, and graduate students know that, at times, others may find their opinions offensive or their statements upsetting. Even better if these students learn ways to express these opinions without offending or triggering others, or learn to move past


80. MERTZ, supra note 45.
that response and into productive debate. One might think this would be a fundamental aspect of the training of future lawyers, politicians, educators, and others who are bound to be working with and for people with views and experiences foreign to their own at some point during their lives.

These conversations can be difficult. Students may be quiet. In such circumstances, it is a professor’s job to find ways to stimulate debate. Again, this may be difficult. There are, however, ways to train faculty on how to have these difficult but very important discussions with students. At Metropolitan State College of Denver in 2009, for example, faculty participated in a yearlong “faculty learning community” first called “Difficult Dialogues” and later called “Critical Conversations.” In this program, faculty were encouraged not only to build intersectionality into their courses in light of a diverse student body, but also to create classrooms where, as one participant put it, “we created a microcosm for what we wanted to produce among our students: a truly reflective, honest, safe space for the discussion of ideas that, if repressed for their difficult nature, have more power to harm than to produce social change and justice.”

6. Do the research

A final concern in the trigger-warning debate appears to be that harms beyond PTSD triggers are being claimed, offering students an opportunity to hide from merely offensive or challenging (but not harmful) speech. The larger concern is that these broad claims undermine speech unnecessarily. As we noted above, in areas such as racial threat, research is inadequate to suggest that the damage caused by such speech is harmful enough to justify this concern and its potential to chill speech. But some new research suggests that some real harm is caused.

Should we be lumping together specific individual trauma experiences with the effects of larger structural issues? To this, we suggest the answer is to do the research. As we are not recommending mandated notifications, we are unconcerned about the threat to professors’ careers from failing to offer notifications in these areas. But if the issue is undecided, the answer is to discover, through rigorous academic study, as much as we can about this possible harm. Professors who believe the harm exists are free to offer notifications of racist content in literature (again, these notifications do not limit content and seemingly carry a very low risk of any harm). Researchers must in turn discover what they can about the extent of harm and repercussions to learning caused by certain speech in classrooms.

It is almost unquestionably true that some students have asked for unreasonable accommodations over the past twenty years. This is an area of little research and much legal and philosophical debate, and they are students. In

contrast, professors and the academic community should be expected to look to what science is available and make decisions based on that science.

**Overall Conclusions**

If trauma is truly an impediment to learning, having faculty awareness and mechanisms to deal with it are pedagogically sound techniques, not pampering. Where research exists regarding the abilities of students to learn, and the effects of certain speech, that research should not be ignored. Professors should be educated on the circumstances in which (at least some of) their students find themselves. This can only increase opportunities for productive discussions in classes that deal with difficult subjects.

The trigger-warnings debate is unproductive, and unacademic. A return to scholarship and scholarly discussion is long overdue. Professors generally desire to be productive in the classroom; they should be encouraged to view this debate as one about best practices and classroom productivity, and be informed by the empirical research that already exists.